Outdoor Event Products
TM

The Banshee kinetic banner system
is designed to be used indoors or
out in most weather conditions. Six
unique shapes & Three heights give
you a variety of options.

Boulevard Poles

Boulevard Poles are used for
single or double-sided street
banners and signs that are
typically installed on light or
electric poles.

The Event Tent is an
inexpensive classic canopy-style
tent and can be used indoors
or out to promote your event. It
pops up in minutes for
maximum visibility and shelter.

MediaScreen 2 AWD

Alfresco is specially designed for
outdoor use. The banner
stand structure and graphic are
constructed to withstand most
weather conditions.

The simplicity of the BaseLine
system is it’s greatest appeal.
Features easy set-up and three
graphic attachment styles as well
as an inexpensive aluminum A
frame.

This All Weather Display is
a double-sided unit tough enough
for outdoor weather conditions.
The supporting masts and
graphics are retracted into the
silver-on-chrome base.

Share Your Message With Large Audiences From All Directions

Event Solutions

Outdoor Event Products

The Outpost is a heavy duty
outdoor double sided display. It
features a tool-free assembly and
rugged aluminum steel construction. The dual spring design flexes
to help withstand wind gusts. The
base can be filled with water or
sand for extra stability.

The Rally Banner is designed
for outdoor banner displays. The
graphic is attached to the frame
with multiple secure connections
for greater stability. With the ability to adjust the height up to 16’.

TM

Skyblade is a lightweight and
portable flag stand perfect for
outdoor events. It is designed to
hold up in high winds and has a
weighted base and ground stake.

StreeTags are temporary stickers/decals designed to adhere to
asphalt, sidewalks, concrete and
other outdoor surfaces. StreeTags
are printed on a special material
that easily adheres to most types
of outdoor surfaces.

Barricade Covers

Easy to move and set up anywhere, the Valet is great for corporate environments, trade shows,
expos and events! The dual hinged
display is sure to capture attention!

A simple solution to brand all
crowd control barricades, space
defining A-Frames and rented bike
racks. You can easily cover any
rented barricade structure and
offset event costs by advertising
your sponsors information.
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